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The game is average, but the music is awesome. I would find myself losing levels on purpose to listen to the running out of time
music, and the terrible rap sung by the final boss had me laughing for a while.
Worth buying just to strip the audio out and put onto your ipod. That one was a REALLY good surprise! I was expecting a
simple but cute platformer...it's way more polished than that. It have a heavy mario world feeling to it. The biggest downside
that i can give is that all non-endofworld-boss are animalistic blob...but beside that, all stage introduce new mechanic and theme,
all have their own boss, and if the game start simple, it ramps up quite heavily later on. Magic you can buy that feels like
cheating will become a godsend near the end.
So...yeah. Don't look super fancy at first glance, but i had lots of fun with this one. Highly recommended! ^^. This is my
favorite game. Scary and suspenceful.
Well done, Goblinz !
Looking forward to True Fear 2. Played the demo, it's really good.

Glad Steam is offering this series.. Its good, not perfect. Some bugs need to be worked out, but other than that its great.. wow
.
.
.
ooh
ouch
...
ouch*∞. If you crave a horror game where you need to fight rodents and centipedes, plus, solve a mysterious quest, then this
game is for you!. absolute meme
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If you like cell phone games you will like this. It gets really boring really fast. It's a low thought low effort game, very casual..
Another one of these games, that looks amazing and seems to offer interesting gameplay. But after you get into it and dig deeper
(you know after you completed the demo and bought the full game), you notice it's was just all an illusion. That everything that
there was to see and discover, you have already seen.

For a stragegic game it brings one of the most awfull and lazy AI approach. The computer opponent is dumb as a rock, and to
balance that, it is usually given absurdly idiotic edge in starting resources and position. This is what's called 'fake' difficulty. A
human player given such advantage would crush any opponent without problems.

I mean literraly in many cases if the AI opponent just took his starting troops and heroes and marched straight on my starting
city, it would just be over. Another thing that did irritate me in a campaig, are the arbitrary conditions like "capture this in x
amount of time, because of, well reasons..."

The only difference between the factions are in the units.

Overall it is not as if the game is terrible, it is just terribly disappointing.

Oh yeah, and I almost forgot, why the hell do you need to create some account to unlock further missions? I BOUGHT the
damn thing already.. I bought it with a coupon but I think it's worth the money anyway !

+ Steam trading cards. Astroid like arcade shooter with weapon upgrades and gamemodes.
Worth buying as a background game while its discounted.. not worth the price at all .. but still it's a good game to play(ofc PvZ
is better)
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